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The CERN laboratory site, Geneva, Switzerland.

Geneva
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What is matter made of?

For many purposes: ATOMS

nucleus

Helium atom

nucleus
(protons and neutrons)

electron cloud

Nearly all the mass of the 
atom resides in the nucleus.

electrons – very light.

10-10 m.



NUCLEUS

Atom - electrons around a 
nucleus, 

held together by electromagnetic
force – manifested as photons

proton

force – manifested as photons

Proton – made of quarks
held together by nuclear force
carried by gluons.



Protons,  neutrons,  electrons,  photons, gluons          
are examples of

elementary particles.

Photons, gluons  are  massless.Photons, gluons  are  massless.

Photon = “particle of light”

All massless particles travel (in vacuum) at speed of light
(3 x 108 metres/sec)

The electron has a very small mass.

u and d quarks are quite light
– proton mass comes from the energy of the quarks and 

gluons inside it.



Lots more elementary particles.  

quarks                           neutrinos         leptons 

up and down quarks:         stable   and light

Quarks are found only combined in composite particles.

neutrinos: stable and very light but can turn into each otherneutrinos: stable and very light but can turn into each other

electron:    stable, light

others:     massive,  unstable.

To observe them, produce in collisions in an accelerator!



A special force called the “weak” nuclear force
makes some atomic nuclei decay.
Neutrinos are given off in these decays.

Photon → the electromagnetic force holds atoms together

gluon →→→→ strong nuclear force            holds protons together 

W, Z →→→→ weak nuclear force           radioactive nuclei decay

W and Z are very unstable particles, 
– must be manufactured in particle collisions

in accelerators.in accelerators.

Also very massive.

There are also antiparticles, which have opposite
electric charges to the particles.



Making a more unified picture.

19th century   - electricity and magnetism connected
in one theory called  electromagnetism

20th century – electromagnetic and weak forces joined20th century – electromagnetic and weak forces joined
in one theory – predicted the W and Z 
particles.

But this theory considered all these particles as massless -
travelling at the speed of light! 

An answer:  introduce another particle/field    An answer:  introduce another particle/field    
to “complete the picture”, and enable quarks, electrons 
and W,Z particles to have mass.          The Higgs particle.

They form a mathematical pattern 
along with the photon.



The picture until recently.  There are symmetries and patterns 
here,  indicating an underlying mathematical structure.



The picture until recently.  There are symmetries and patterns 
here,  indicating an underlying mathematical structure.
The Higgs particle must now be added!

H



So what does the Higgs field do?

Exists everywhere in space, attaching itself to other particles 
(with various strengths) 
making them massive.

(Think of an icy cloud,    anything passing through it 
becomes covered with a coating of ice.)

Excitations of the Higgs field → Higgs particles.

electron:   weakly coupled to the Higgs field, gains little mass.

W, Z:         strongly coupled to H,    gain a lot of mass.W, Z:         strongly coupled to H,    gain a lot of mass.
(around 90 times as massive as a proton!)

The nature of a field on its own says little about the mass 
of its particle.  The Higgs mass itself is not determined by
the theory.                Not helpful to the experimenters!



A bit of terminology

There are two classes of particles, bosons and fermions, There are two classes of particles, bosons and fermions, 
which differ in the “spin” of the particle. 

The Higgs has no spin and is termed a boson.

Name from an Indian physicist who did early work on this.



(left) Kibble,  Guralnik, Hagen, Englert, Brout(left) Kibble,  Guralnik, Hagen, Englert, Brout
(right)                                                                     Peter Higgs

Theorists who published similar ideas about the “Higgs 
field”.  Higgs said it should have a particle as well.    (1964)



Now, a review of accelerators and experiments!
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Inside the tunnel 



proton beam

proton beam



The ATLAS Apparatus

outgoing particles

proton

proton



A simulated Higgs particle production event, with artistic licence.



The Tevatron collider near Chicago – previous high-energy record-holder

Collided protons with anti-protons



ZEUSZEUS
experiment
at HERA, 
Hamburg



Underground in Hamburg.





Reproduction of
a high energy 
event in ZEUS.

positron proton

The positron knocks a
quark out of the proton, 
recoiling backwards,

and the quark turns intoand the quark turns into
a jet of particles.



The Higgs has been discovered by two large experiments at CERN,

Some signs of it are apparent in data at Fermilab.

It decays into pairs of particles – look for 
signs of an extra contribution at some particular 
mass value.



(2012)

This is typical.  On top of a background of random pairs of photons, 
there is a very small bump around one mass value, 
interpreted as due to Higgs decays into two photons.



To confirm the conclusions:

– see if other experiments find the same effect– see if other experiments find the same effect

– look in decay channels to other particles, 
see if the same effect is present there.

– try to measure predicted properties of the particle.

This has been done successfully. 



Rejoicing at CERN when the discovery was announced last July!



Some  cartoon
reactions!

“Holy Church of the
Higgs Boson”

Indianapolis Star



What about all the “God particle” stuff?

- not a good name.  The Higgs doesn't create anything.

- it does make many particles massive – e.g. electrons.
(but not the photon or gluon,

nor the proton, whose mass has a different origin.)nor the proton, whose mass has a different origin.)

- otherwise, would always travel at the speed of light.

- nucleons could not form atomic nuclei as they do.
- chemical atoms might not exist!

- has a place in a mathematical pattern along with other- has a place in a mathematical pattern along with other
particles, giving a theoretical mechanism by which
forces  and particles can be united in one scheme. 

Can be said to indicate that the universe is set up
in a very ingenious way!



Here is a non-Christian statement (Indian chemist, 2004)

“God is a mathematician of very high ability.”  (Paul Dirac)

My scientific work reaffirms my faith in higher powers....
Physics points towards a unified field theory.  Chemistry
studies atoms and molecules in which precision and order
are inbuilt.   A force or God keeps it all together.  There is 
a larger plan in nature – it is not haphazard.  This suggests
an organiser.an organiser.

( “Science and the Indian Tradition”, David Gosling)



Psalm 147, v 5:

“Great is our Lord and mighty in power;“Great is our Lord and mighty in power;

His understanding has no limit.”


